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Rate table for using photographic archives’s images 

All prices are without VAT and for a single image. 

 

the purchase is conditioned by the signing of a contract by the applicant who assumes responsibility for 

using the image to the sole purpose of the request and, in the case of temporary events, for the period 

of the event only. 

 

If the purpose is editorial, the image can be used for the first print. For any further reprinting it will be 

necessary to request authorization again to the CSC - Cineteca Nazionale. 

 

If the film library does not hold the image rights, the request will be subject to evaluation. 

 

Copies and/or scans for teachers, students 

From 1 to 10 images € 1,50 each one + VAT 

From 11 to 20 images € 1,00 each one  + VAT 

More than 21 €0,50 each one + VAT 

 

Editorial use (Non-advertising)  

Italy  Up to 5000 Up to 20.000 Up tp 50.000 More than 50.000 

Cover 300€ each one 360€ each one  420€ each one 480€ each one 

Opposite cover 150€ each one 180€ each one 210€ each one 240€ each one 

Inside pages from 
1 to 10 

100€ each one 120€ each one 140€ each one 160€ each one 

Inside pages from 
11 to 20 

70€ each one 84€ each one 98€ each one 112€ each one 

Inside pages more 
than 21 

50€ each one 60€ each one 75€ each one 80€ each one 

For abroad use 
+10% 

    

 

 



 

Advertising editorial use 

 

Italy  Up to 5000 Up to 20.000 Up tp 50.000 More than 50.000 

Cover 350€ each one 410€ each one €470 each one 530€ each one 

Opposite cover 200€ each one 230€ each one 260€ each one 290€ each one 

Inside pages from 
1 to 10 

150€ each one 170€ each one 190€ each one 210€ each one 

Inside pages from 
11 to 20 

120€ each one 134€ each one 148€ each one 162€ each one 

Inside pages more 
than 21 

100€ each one 110€ each one 125€ each one 130€ each one 

For abroad use 
+10% 

    

 

Pictures for CD Rom 

Italy  Up to 5000 Up to 20.000 Up tp 50.000 More than 50.000 

Pictures from 1 to 
10 

25€ each one 28€ each one 31€ each one 34€ each one 

From 11 to 20 35€ each one 38€ each one 41€ each one 44€ each one 

More than 21 40€ each one 43€ each one 46€ each one 49€ each one 

For abroad use 
+10% 

    

 

 

Publication on the net, non-commercial site, no changes for 

 

Italy 1 month 3 months 6 months 1 year 

Home page 400€ each one 500€ each one 700€ each one 900€ each one 

Images from 1 to 
10 

60€ each one 100€ each one 200€ each one 250€ each one 

From 11 to 20 45€ each one 70€ each one 160€ each one 210€ each one 

More than 21 40€ each one 65€ each one 140€ each one 190€ each one 

For abroad use 
+10% 

    

 

 

Use of the pictures for movie theater 130€ each one + VAT 

Use for TV 150€ each one + VAT 



Prints for private use: 

10x15 (€ 90,00 each one) 

50x70 (€ 140,00 each one) 

Rome, 1th December, 2017 


